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Abstract. A nanolayered polymer films approach to designing and fabricating gradient refractive index (GRIN) lenses with designer refractive index distribution profiles and an independently prescribed lens surface geometry have been demonstrated to produce a new class of optics. This approach utilized nanolayered polymer materials, constructed with polymethylmethacrylate and a styrene-co-acrylonitrile copolymer with a tailorable refractive index intermediate to bulk materials, to fabricate discrete GRIN profile materials. A process to fabricate nanolayered polymer GRIN optics from these materials through thermoforming and finishing steps is reviewed. A collection of technology-demonstrating previously reported nanolayered GRIN case studies is presented that include: (1) the optical performance of a f/# 2.25 spherical GRIN plano-convex singlet with one quarter (2) the weight of a similar BK7 lens and a bio-inspired aspheric human eye GRIN lens. Original research on the fabrication and characterization of a Luneburg inspired GRIN ball lens is presented as a developing application of the nanolayered polymer technology.

1 Introduction

Optimized for survival, biological species evolved internal gradient refractive index (GRIN) lenses for maximizing their visual performance. Homogeneous lenses, which are constructed from a uniform refractive index material, alter light’s direction only at its surfaces as a function of the optic’s geometry and incident and emergent light angles. On the other hand, GRIN lenses are constructed from materials whose refractive indices are continually changing which refract the propagating light through the bulk material as well as that of the optic surface. Therefore, the optical power of GRIN lenses is not only determined by its surface geometry, but also by the spatial distribution of refractive index occurring through the thickness of the optic. As an example, a GRIN optic with spherical refractive index profile that is decreasing in magnitude from a center maximum to a surface minimum refractive index can centrally slow the propagating light so that peripheral light rays can intersect it at the same point along the lens’ optical axis. Combining this effect with the traditional tool of geometric power derived from a surface curvature equips GRIN containing visual systems with enhanced focusing power and an increased view field while minimizing optical aberrations, lens size, and complexity.

Animals with simple camera-type eyes focus an image onto a single retinal photoreceptor. Aquatic creatures, such as the fish, octopus, squid, and jellyfish have camera-type eyes which contain GRIN lenses to compensate for low contrast between water (n = 1.33) and protein refractive indices. Since biological lens protein refractive indices range between 1.33 and 1.52, values similar to water, aquatic eyes need to exploit strongly curved surface geometries and GRIN to derive stronger optical power. Without GRIN optics, spherically curved homogenous lenses could still focus light and offer large fields of view, however, they would exhibit significant spherical aberrations and focused light would not intersect at one point along the lens’s optical axis, causing image blur. By contrast, air-dwelling creatures, such as the lion, cow, rat, and human, utilize GRIN lenses to correct for significantly larger geometric aberrations stemming from a larger difference in environment (air n = 1.0) to lens material (n = 1.33 to 1.43) refractive index as well as contributions from aspheric-shaped lenses (Table 1). A bi-product of nature’s incorporation of GRIN into eye lens optics has resulted in most biological imaging systems containing a low, typically one to three, number of lenses, which minimizes the size necessary for an organism’s eyes to exhibit a powerful accommodating image system.

In contrast to nature, state-of-the-art synthetic optical designs typically utilize a series of homogenous refractive index elements to form images. Aberrations are corrected by including aspheric optical surface geometries and combining materials with varying degrees of dispersion in the system design. Typically consisting of glass or plastic lenses, it is not uncommon for high definition optical zoom systems to consist of five or more elements. This traditional multi-material, multi-element design approach has been successfully applied by optical engineers for decades. However, these result in systems with larger element counts, larger size, and higher weight than naturally occurring GRIN analogs.
The technological limitations of successfully demonstrated GRIN lens fabrication techniques, such as ion exchange,\textsuperscript{14} partial polymerization,\textsuperscript{15} interface-gel copolymerization,\textsuperscript{16} chemical vapor deposition,\textsuperscript{17} and plasmonics,\textsuperscript{18} have minimized their application. Specifically, these lenses are limited by their refractive index distribution magnitudes (\(\Delta n\)), refractive index profiles (linear, Gaussian, and Lorentzian), and their small apertures.\textsuperscript{19} While these technologies have their limitations, another approach discovered in 2004 by Case Western Reserve University and the Naval Research Laboratory produces GRIN lenses through nanolayering of polymeric films.\textsuperscript{20} This unique materials approach has enabled the fabrication of GRIN lenses with an unprecedented variety of GRIN profiles, index distribution magnitudes, geometries, and lens apertures.\textsuperscript{21-26} This paper reviews the enabling technology and describes unique nanolayered polymeric GRIN lenses, including original research demonstrating the fabrication of a polymeric-layered GRIN ball lens. These GRIN lenses demonstrate the technology’s potential to utilize unrestricted lens geometries and refractive index profiles to improve lens performance, realize optical element savings, and reduce optical system size and weight.

2 GRIN Optic Fabrication Technique Based on Nanolayered Polymeric Films

2.1 Enabling Technology: Polymer Films with Layer Thickness <\(\lambda/4\))

The technological basis for creating nanolayered polymer GRIN optics lies in the fabrication of polymer films with a tailored refractive index (Fig. 1). When two polymer materials with a sufficient difference in refractive index are arranged in alternating layers, the resulting layered material has a refractive index modulation whose period corresponds to layer thicknesses.\textsuperscript{27} These layered polymer materials have interesting optical properties when individual layer thicknesses are similar to or shorter than a wavelength of light. In the first case, where the wavelength of light is one quarter (\(\lambda/4\)) of the film’s repeating layer thicknesses, the material exhibits optical reflectivity. This high reflectivity makes it a one-dimensional (1-D) photonic crystal.\textsuperscript{27,28} In the second case, when the layer thickness is less than one quarter of the wavelength of light, the layered polymeric material transmits light.\textsuperscript{25} These multilayered films with individual layer thicknesses less than the quarter wavelength of light also exhibit an overall bulk film refractive index that is the volumetric average of the two component materials (Fig. 2). It is under this second condition, where the layered materials have individual layer thicknesses less than \(\lambda/4\), that nanolayering polymeric materials enable a unique, polymer film coextrusion-based approach to GRIN lens fabrication.

2.2 Enabling Technology: Forced Assembly Multilayer Coextrusion

The initial step in fabricating GRIN optics is the production of a polymer films series via forced assembly multilayer coextrusion processing. Multilayer coextrusion is a continuous processing technique creating films composed of tens to thousands of micrometer or nanometer thick layers. Utilizing a two-component coextrusion system, two single screw extruders with melt metering pumps supply two polymers, “A” and “B”, into a layered feedblock. The metering pumps add a degree of volumetric control over the relative materials, which enables variation in the nanolayered film’s volumetric composition, therefore also defining the material’s bulk refractive index. Using this system, polymers A and B are layered so polymer B is sandwiched between two A layers in an A/B/A construction internal to a three-layer coextrusion feedblock. Starting from this feedblock, the A/B/A polymer layers flow into a series of layer multiplying die elements. Each layer multiplier die doubles the initial feed stream’s layer count through a process of flow splitting, compression, and vertical stacking, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and described in Ponting et al.\textsuperscript{29} Thus, one A/B/A layered stack is placed on another creating an A/B/A/B/A layered stack. When combined in series, \(n\) number of multiplier elements produces multilayered films consisting of \(2^{(n+1)} - 1\) alternating layers. Figure 1(a) represents a two-component coextrusion system and a series of 11 multiplier elements that increase the number of layers from 3 to 4097. This coextrusion process produced 4097 nanolayered polymer films with overall bulk film thickness of 50 \(\mu\)m. The 50 \(\mu\)m target was selected to ensure that each of the 4097 intra-film layers was significantly below the \(\lambda/4\) limitation. This criterion satisfies the physical requirement for the volumetric additive refractive index rule of mixtures applied to nanolayered films.

2.3 Tailored Refractive Index Nanolayered Polymer Films

Polymer films of 4097 poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, Arkema Plexiglas V920) and poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) with 17 mol% acrylonitrile (SAN17, Ineos Lustran Sparkle) layers were coextruded for constructing GRIN optics. The volumetric contribution of PMMA to SAN17 was varied in 2% steps, so their respective contributions were 100/0, 98/2, 96/4, continuing through 50/50, and ending at 0/100, respectively. Together, this series produced 51 separate films of PMMA/SAN17, volumetrically varied in 2% steps, each engineered so that their total film thickness was 50 \(\mu\)m. As an example, a 50/50 volumetric ratio of PMMA/SAN17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Animal</th>
<th>(\Delta n)</th>
<th>GRIN distribution</th>
<th>Lens geometry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aquatic</td>
<td>Trout\textsuperscript{3}</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>Parabolic</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Octopus\textsuperscript{5}</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Parabolic</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Squid\textsuperscript{6}</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>Parabolic</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jellyfish\textsuperscript{7}</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>Parabolic</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>Rat\textsuperscript{8,10}</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>Parabolic</td>
<td>Aspheric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cow\textsuperscript{8,10}</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Parabolic</td>
<td>Aspheric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lion\textsuperscript{8,10}</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Modified parabola</td>
<td>Aspheric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human\textsuperscript{11,12}</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Modified parabola</td>
<td>Aspheric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
nanolayered film with an overall thickness 50 μm will have about a 12-nm individual intra-film layer thickness (50 μm divided by 4097 layers) because each polymer is volumetrically proportional. The refractive indices of these 51 layered films processed at 2% compositional step intervals were measured via a Metricon refractometer and exhibited a 0.0016 difference in their bulk film refractive index, which was predicted [Fig. 2(a)].21,22 These results are plotted as a function of overall PMMA film volume percentage in Fig. 2(b). Theoretically, it is possible to make polymer films of any refractive index value between its constituent polymers, such as PMMA or SAN17. These 51 compositional films were selected based on computational simulations suggesting the 0.0016 refractive index step size in the GRIN lens was sufficient to demonstrate a satisfactory optical performance. Next, these 51 nanolayered films were utilized to construct a GRIN polymer media.

### 2.4 Construction of a Gradient Refractive Index Profile

A fundamental strength of the polymeric nanolayered approach is the removal of refractive index profile shape restrictions since any value intermediate to the constituent polymer absolute refractive index values can be used. Thus, constructing a refractive index gradient is accomplished by sequentially stacking nanolayered PMMA/SAN17 polymer films whose refractive indices vary [Fig. 1(b)]. The nanolayered polymer film stacks can be arranged so their refractive index profiles are linear, a second-order polynomial shape, a third-order polynomial shape, and so on, as shown in Fig. 3. Typically, stacks consist of between 75 and 300 individual nanolayered films. Once the desired refractive index distribution profile is stacked, typically in a clean room environment to prevent contamination, a thermoforming consolidation process is completed at elevated temperatures and pressures to lock-in the desired axial GRIN profile. This consolidated GRIN stack is usually a 3- to 7-mm thick flat sheet that possesses an axial refractive index distribution normal to the surface plane.

### 2.5 GRIN Optics Finishing

Subsequent shaping, polishing, or diamond turning steps to the consolidated axial GRIN sheet enable the construction of axial, spherical, or radial GRIN optics. Converting an axial GRIN sheet to a radial or spherical GRIN distribution is accomplished by a second thermoforming operation. Within this operation, an axial GRIN sheet is formed into a meniscus-like lens, or GRIN preform. This is done by

---

**Fig. 1** (a) Layout of two component forced assembly multilayer system: extruders, polymer melt pumps, feedblock, multilayering dies, surface layer extruder (not shown), and exit die. Layer multiplication from two to four layers is illustrated by cutting, squeezing, spreading, and recombining polymer melt streams; and (b) procedure to build a GRIN lens: stacking, consolidation, shaping, and diamond turning.
molding in a concave–convex mold pair. Spherical refractive index contours are created by maintaining the thickness of the curved GRIN preform equal to the difference in the convex and concave mold radii of curvature, as described previously in detail. Curved GRIN preforms can be further transformed into a variety of finished optics by additional diamond turning.

Using this methodology, a variety of GRIN containing geometric lens shapes could be formed that include meniscus lenses, plano-convex, plano-concave, or plano optics. Basically, any machinable, spherical, or aspheric shaped geometric optic can be fabricated with an internal GRIN distribution. Internal GRIN distribution shapes, or internal refractive index curvature, can also be varied between axial, spherical, or a special radial GRIN distribution case in a planar optic similar to a Wood lens. Due to the formability of polymer materials, GRIN optics can be fabricated with a large range of geometric radii and diameters. These radii could be as sharp as 3 mm and approach a nearly planar, infinite radius. GRIN optics with diameters ranging from 6 to 60 mm have been fabricated. As compared to conventional GRIN sol–gel, deposition, or interdiffusion techniques, this nanolayering approach provides many fabrication freedoms enabling breadth, not only in the shape of the optic’s refractive index distribution (axial, radial, or aspheric), but also in the optical diameter, optic thickness, and surface curvatures. None of these freedoms significantly change the optical fabrication process. Therefore, grounded in providing optical designs an additional degree of freedom, nanolayered GRIN optical systems offer a materials and fabrication path toward demonstrating previously unattainable optical designs. Indeed, these methods have produced GRIN optics that out-performed similarly powered homogenous optical lens systems.

3 Review of Demonstrator Lens Design

3.1 Aspheric Human Eye Lens
The human eye, constructed from a two-element cornea and GRIN lens, Fig. 4, represents one of the most widely studied naturally occurring GRIN optical systems. The human eye produces a nearly aberration-free image. The high performance of the two lens optical system is due to the GRIN lens dual compensator optics which derives corrective power from an aspheric surface geometry and an internal GRIN distribution. Together these correct for corneal induced spherical aberrations while avoiding off-axis coma. This corrective power originates from the nearly 22,000 nonplanar protein layers that constitute an approximately parabolic shaped optic refractive index gradient. The GRIN decreases from a value of 1.42 at the lens center to \( n = 1.37 \) at its surface. The ability of the human eye lens protein layers to vary its refractive index results from a dynamic chemical make-up, i.e., volumetric ratio of protein to water concentration proportional to the material refractive index, within the layers.
Although the shape and GRIN distribution of the human eye lens has been extensively studied,12,32,33 traditional inter-diffusion19 and sol–gel GRIN fabrication techniques15,16 have not produced equivalent refractive index distributions. However, the design freedom from combining polymer nanolayered films with thermoforming offers a materials and fabrication pathway capable of producing a bio-inspired synthetic GRIN human eye lens. A summary of the recently published bio-inspired human GRIN eye lens is included to demonstrate that the nanolayered film GRIN optic fabrication technique has the ability to build a lens with any arbitrary refractive index distribution and lens shape.25

An optical design based on the geometry and internal refractive index distribution of the human eye lens was selected based on previously published works. One caveat to design a synthetic version of the human eye lens is an age-dependent GRIN distribution and lens geometry.12,32,33 Based on one such age-dependent human lens model for the refractive index distribution and geometry developed by Diaz et al.,25 an “Age = 5” human eye lens was selected as a design case. The “Age = 5” model eye possesses a maximum GRIN magnitude in the lens, estimated at $\Delta n = 0.05$, which illustrates the maximum corrective contribution of the GRIN to the lens performance.

The fabrication pathway for the construction of the inspired copy of the human eye lens required fabrication of two aspheric, plano-convex lenses. Both the anterior and posterior lens followed Diaz’s model for the refractive index distribution and were translated into a Code V spherical ray tracing model for improved computational and fabrication efficiency, as shown in Fig. 5. A refractive index shift by $+0.12$ was required in the synthetic eye due to the available polymer material refractive index as compared to the water-biological protein layers of the human eye. This shift in the refractive index value, not in the shape, was accounted for in the design simulations. A final lens design change to the aspheric coefficients of both the anterior and posterior lens of 0.5 and $-5.0$ were made. This change allowed for the final optic performance to be measurable in an $n = 1.0$ (air) versus an $n = 1.33$ (water) environment [Table 2 and Fig. 5(c)].

The construction of the nanolayered polymer bio-inspired human eye lens was accomplished following the previously described procedure utilizing PMMA/SAN17 nanolayered
films. The films were stacked, consolidated, shaped, and diamond turned into anterior and posterior GRIN lens according to geometry and GRIN distribution shown in Fig. 5. Nanolayered anterior and posterior refractive index distributions were confirmed through attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR).²⁵ Diamond turned aspheric anterior and posterior lens surface curvatures were mapped and compared to the prescribed surface profiles by noncontact profilometry with a placido-cone topographer (Fig. 6). Confirmation of the nanolayered polymer GRIN lens geometric and internal refractive index distribution allowed for optical measurements to demonstrate the effect GRIN has on the optical lens performance as compared to an identically shaped homogenous PMMA lens.

The optical performance of the synthetic GRIN optics was measured and compared against a simulated transmission wavefront at the Naval Research Laboratory (Fig. 7). Wavefront measurements of the posterior GRIN and PMMA control lenses were tested with light incident on the planar lens surfaces, i.e., from the same direction as their design.²⁵ In the lens design, there was no tilt contribution to the wavefront measurement; however, the finished lens possessed a tilt contribution that indicated a level of parallelism achieved in the diamond turning process. The tilt contribution of the wavefront for the posterior GRIN and PMMA control lenses was determined to be 7.6 and 18.8 waves (peak-to-valley), respectively, across the measured aperture [Fig. 7(a) and 7(c)]. These measured results had a good agreement with the numerical simulations [Fig. 7(b) and 7(d)]. The RMS wavefront was reduced from 0.41 in the PMMA reference lens down to 0.2 in the GRIN lens [Fig. 7(b) and 7(d)]. Since the posterior PMMA control and GRIN lenses have the same physical dimensions, the incorporation of a GRIN distribution effectively exhibited less wavefront error in a polymer lens of an identical geometry. It is noted that by holding the optic geometry constant, the PMMA wavefront did not represent an optimized minimum value. However, the change, via a wavefront reduction in this example, in the optics wavefront distortion can be solely attributed to the introduction of a bio-inspired intra-lens refractive index distribution.

Both anterior and posterior GRIN lenses were reversibly assembled into a biconvex human eye GRIN lens with an optical gel. The assembled lens imaged a print logo placed about 33 cm from the bare camera (Fig. 8). Illuminated by an external light source, the camera imaged the logo through the nanolayered bio-inspired “Age = 5” human eye GRIN lens. The resulting image was clear and sharp, confirming the focusing ability of the bio-inspired human eye lens.

The added optical design flexibility provided by the novel nanolayered fabrication process demonstrated in the “Age = 5” bio-inspired, aspheric human eye GRIN lens provides optical engineers an additional design variable, GRIN distribution, to optimize optical systems for enhanced properties. This technology has demonstrated the feasibility of making spherical and aspheric lenses with a nonlinear and nonsymmetrical GRIN distribution. This technique may also enable future potentially implantable, intraocular (IOL) polymer GRIN lenses to replace the deteriorated or destroyed human eye lens. As a material for IOLs, PMMA, a component of the described aspheric human eye lens, has a long history of use as a result of its high light transmission, hydrophobic surface, and ease to add a UV absorber to the monomer with the earliest implantable PMMA IOL tracked back

Table 2  Geometric parameters of “Age = 5” and bioinspired human eye lenses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>$R_{\text{anterior}}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$Q_{\text{anterior}}$</th>
<th>$R_{\text{posterior}}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$Q_{\text{posterior}}$</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age = 5</td>
<td>3.048</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>−5</td>
<td>−5.90</td>
<td>−4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioinspired</td>
<td>3.048</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>−5.90</td>
<td>−5.0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 Images of bio-inspired GRIN lenses (top) and the corresponding cross-sectional profiles of anterior and posterior GRIN lenses (bottom).
to 1950s. Although PMMA IOLs are still used in some countries, usage is waning due to its lack of mechanical flexibility in comparison to deformable IOLs now available. Adoption of a nanolayered GRIN IOL is challenged with introducing material flexibility, as well as an understood deformable optical performance, for medical community adoption of the technology.

3.2 Spherical GRIN Lens for Size and Weight Reduction

The flexibility of the polymeric nanolayering approach to GRIN lens fabrication allows for additional design freedom to improve performance over a similar f/# conventional homogenous plastic or glass optics. To demonstrate this advantage, a plano-convex nanolayered GRIN singlet was designed, fabricated, and characterized against a commercial glass optic while simultaneously reducing the optic size and weight. A plano-convex nanolayered GRIN lens was designed by the Naval Research Laboratory to minimize spherical aberration using custom designed ray-tracing software incorporated into ZEMAX (Zemax Development Corporation, Bellevue, WA). Constructed from the previously described family of PMMA and SAN17 nanolayered films, a lens with a spherical refractive index distribution ranging from 1.53 to 1.57 (Fig. 9) was fabricated by stacking and consolidating 128 individual nanolayered films. The films were molded into a meniscus preform, a requirement to establish a spherical refractive index distribution, and diamond turned into a plano-convex singlet as described in Table 3.

The optical properties of the nanolayered GRIN lens were compared against a commercial bi-convex BK7 (Newport Optics Inc., Irvine, CA, part # KBX049) glass lens. The bi-convex BK7 glass lens was chosen to exhibit a similar f/# 2.2 to the f/# 2.4 plano-convex GRIN singlet when the optics were apertured down to 18 mm. That a bi-convex BK7 lens was required to match the f/# of the nanolayered plano-convex lens was a result of the added optical power of the GRIN distribution in the bulk material portion of the lens singlet. In addition to GRIN eliminating one of the glass lens convex surfaces to achieve the target f/#, the lens weighed significantly less, approximately one quarter of that of glass optic, even after normalizing the lenses for an identical optical aperture and removing weight contributions of lens material edge thickness. The large weight reduction resulted from the lower PMMA/SAN17 material density (1.12 g/cm³) compared to BK7 (2.5 g/cm³) and the reduction in lens center thickness in the polymer GRIN lens. It is worth noting that the significant weight reduction demonstrated in the 20 mm aperture optics of this study represents a GRIN advantage that will only widen as the comparative optic diameter and thickness increase in larger optic designs.

Fig. 7 Plots of experimentally measured and simulated wavefronts for as built bio-inspired aspheric posterior lenses: (a) measured data of GRIN lens; (b) numerically simulated values of GRIN lens; (c) measured data of PMMA reference lens; (d) numerically simulated data of PMMA reference lens. Vertical axis in units of waves (633 nm). Planar values are unit less measures of aperture across the wavefront sensor.
by focusing a collimated HeNe laser beam with a wavelength of 632.8 nm and measuring maximum transmission through a 50 μm pin hole at the lens focus point [Fig. 10(a)]. Next, a 1-D intensity scan of the focused HeNe spot size was measured for both lenses [Fig. 11(c)]. The polymer GRIN lens exhibited a sharper decrease in spot size intensity and a higher image contrast. One-dimensional intensity scan of these spots was accomplished by measuring the full width at half-maximum peak height of the GRIN and BK7 lens. The half-maximum peak heights were measured at 100 and 200 μm for the polymer GRIN and BK7 lenses, respectively. As expected, with a tighter focal spot, the comparison of a USAF test chart image of the nanolayered polymer GRIN lens displayed a greater contrast and higher intensity than that of the BK7 lens (Fig. 11). The USAF air force patterns were imaged through the polymeric GRIN and BK7 glass at 630 nm using an identical CCD camera and lens to image spacing. 23

The combined superior optical performance and weight savings of the nanolayered GRIN lens over a commercial BK7 optic demonstrate the technology potential to improve lens performance through the reduction of spherical aberration, while simultaneously reducing the size of conventional imaging systems. Additional optical modeling and fabrication studies have demonstrated the extension of this lens singlet performance in an optical system. Incorporation of two nanolayered GRIN optics in a five lens night vision imaging system was designed and characterized to exhibit similar optical performance while encompassing only 1/7 the weight of the homogenous optic system. The corrective power of the nanolayered GRIN technology is not limited solely to monochromatic spherical aberration corrections and has been demonstrated to also affect chromatic aberrations.

Traditional achromatic optic elements are doublets comprising highly dispersive flint glass and lower dispersion crown glass arranged with geometric surface curvatures selected to balance material chromatic affects. Optical design simulations have recently demonstrated the ability of a model nanolayered polymer material system to achieve a red-blue achromat singlet utilizing spherical and/or aspheric surfaces. 26 Chromatic correction of the nanolayered optics was achieved by decoupling the internal spherical GRIN contours with the surface curvature of the optics. The highest powered achromat lenses were demonstrated when the GRIN contours were created in the opposite direction to the lens surface curvature, i.e., bulk polymer layers possessing a convex internal refractive index contour in an optic with a geometric concave surface profile. A specific design case was presented that demonstrated a 0.1-μm focal shift over 470
to 660 nm operating band for a 19-mm diameter nanolayered plano-convex achromat singlet optic.

Though a significant achievement, the simulated ability of the nanolayered GRIN technology to produce achromatic singlet elements is not without challenges. Materials utilized in the previously referenced effort utilized “typical polymer” optical properties in designing the achromatic singlet. The universe of existing nanolayered polymer material systems needs to be expanded to account for a high refractive index ($n \sim 1.70$) and highly disperse (abbe number $\sim 20$) material candidate. It should be stated that polyester-type polymer materials with similar optical properties exist; however, optics utilizing the polymer nanolayering process for the production of achromatic optics is still under development. An additional polymer material pair containing a fluoropolymer and acrylic material is under development to expand the available nanolayered material $\Delta n$ to encompass values from 1.40 to 1.57. The addition of this new material system will address some of the optical corrective challenges encompassed with designing a polychromatic corrected element with the same degrees of freedom as utilized in the previous monochromatic aberration corrected example. An opportunity to combine the new optical polymer materials with GRIN correction for chromatic aberration with unconventional, or even aspheric, geometries would yield a singlet optic simultaneously corrected for spherical and chromatic aberrations. An original research effort toward a nontraditional, GRIN ball lens is described in the next section as a potential path toward future efforts to explore potential GRIN optical advantages.

3.3 New GRIN Development: Layered GRIN Ball Lens

Spherical or ball lenses have been a source of optical designs for hundreds of years. Full sphere lenses are attractive due to

Fig. 10 (a) Experimental setup of minimum spot size measurement; (b) spot size of glass lens and PMMA/SAN17 polymer GRIN lens; and (c) 1-D intensity plot of focal spot image.
their low $f/#$ and potential for wide field of views. Optical ball lens designs from Maxwell and Rudolf Luneburg proposed incorporating large GRIN distributions with a core refractive index of 2.0 reducing radially to 1.0 refractive index at its lens surface, to reduce or eliminate aberrations.\textsuperscript{24,36} Although some ball lenses are applied in microwave technology,\textsuperscript{37,38} many GRIN ball lens solutions have remained elusive in optics systems due to the GRIN material or fabrication limitations. Limitations of the current GRIN technologies arise from the depth of gradient, magnitude of GRIN change ($\Delta n$), and refractive index distribution control. The design flexibility of the novel nanolayered

![GRIN lens](image1.png) ![Glass lens](image2.png)

**Fig. 11** USAF test chart imaged through a PMMA/SAN17 polymer GRIN lens (a) and a glass lens (b).

![Diagram](image3.png)

**Fig. 12** (a) Schematic representation of a hemispherical GRIN lens; (b) refractive index distribution design of a hemispherical GRIN lens in the $Z$ direction; (c) procedure of thermoforming a hemispherical GRIN lens; and (d) cross-sectional profile of the hemispherical GRIN lens acquired with placido-cone topography.
polymer GRIN technology was utilized to demonstrate a basic capability to fabricate GRIN ball lens with arbitrary refractive index profiles up to a 12-mm diameter.

A path to fabricating a ball GRIN lens was derived through a creation of a series of spherical nesting shells which could be adhered together into the ball optic. As illustrated in Fig. 12, a small SAN17 half ball was adhered inside three nesting GRIN shells of different geometric radii, labeled GRIN shell 1, GRIN shell 2, and GRIN shell 3. The three nesting GRIN shells were fabricated with the full available refractive index range of the nanolayered optical PMMA/SAN17 films, which spanned 1.49 to 1.57. This refractive index distribution, $\Delta n$ of 0.08, was divided equally throughout the three shells. The three nesting GRIN shells and half ball were compressed into a hemispherical GRIN lens with a diameter of 12 mm, as illustrated in Fig. 12(c). The cross-section profile of the hemispherical GRIN lens near the vertex was characterized confirming the desired geometric design radius via noncontract profilometry with a placido-cone topography, as shown in Fig. 12(d). Measurements far from the ball lens vertex were not measurable due to the limited field of view and depth-of-focus of the placido-cone topography.

Radial half-ball focal lengths of the GRIN lens (Fig. 13) were compared against a hemispherical homogenous PMMA control lens and simulated performance of a homogenous SAN17 lens. A hemispherical geometry lens was utilized for focal length measurements to ensure that the optic focal length was outside the lens surface enabling the characterization through conventional optical metrology techniques. As expected, the change in focal length as a function of optical aperture of the half-ball GRIN lens was significantly less than an identically shaped homogenous PMMA (measured) or a simulated SAN17 lens result in the following equation

$$\frac{1}{F} = \left( \left( \frac{R}{r} \right)^2 + \frac{r}{\tan \left( \frac{\arcsin \left( \frac{R}{n_{\text{san}}} \right) - \arcsin \left( \frac{r}{R} \right) }{n_{\text{san}}} \right) } - R \right)^{-1},$$

where $R$ is the radius of the SAN17 hemispherical lens; $r$ is the distance from the optical axis; $n_{\text{san}}$ is refractive index of the SAN17 hemispherical lens; and $n_{\text{air}}$ is the refractive index of air. This result confirmed the added power of the GRIN to correct for spherical aberration in a hemispherical optic construction as the radially dependent optic focal length ($\Delta FL/\Delta r$) value of GRIN lens is much smaller than those of both PMMA and SAN17 homogenous lenses. A final step to create a full spherical GRIN ball lens was accomplished by adhering to the two hemispherical GRIN lenses as shown in Fig. 14.

The nanolayering polymer materials system was utilized to demonstrate a production path toward the fabrication of spherical GRIN ball lenses with up to a $\Delta n = 0.08$. Beyond this accomplishment, the nanolayering fabrication technology allows for almost any shape refractive index distribution to be created in future designs. Potential applications for the incorporation of a novel GRIN ball lens include the wide field-of-view solar concentrators and compact imaging systems such as UAV cameras, surveillance, and panoramic imaging systems.

4 Conclusion and Projected Future Impacts

Inspired by the structure of biological optic systems, the nanolayered polymer film approach to designing and fabricating GRIN lenses with arbitrary refractive index distribution profiles along with independently prescribed lens surface geometries has enabled the design and fabrication of a whole new class of gradient index optics. Nanolayered polymer coextrusion processing has been demonstrated to produce an inventory of materials with a tailored...
refractive index that were utilized to construct a discretely stepped GRIN distribution. Thermoforming of these GRIN materials was utilized to create axial or spherical distributions in spherical, aspheric, or planar optics. Topography, spectroscopy, and optical wave front or contrast imaging confirmed the ability of the nanolayered polymer GRIN lens fabrication process to create optics with the desired shape, internal refractive index distribution, and optical performance.

First-generation nanolayered polymer GRIN lens designs and optics were fabricated to demonstrate the unique ability to construct optics previously rendered un-buildable due to a combination of materials and/or fabrication restrictions which include: optic size, lens surface curvature, and/or magnitude and curvature of the internal GRIN profile. A polymeric, nanolayered aspheric GRIN optic was fabricated which mimicked the refractive index distribution and layered construction of a human eye lens. This optic demonstrated an improved performance with the inclusion of the GRIN over a homogenous PMMA aspheric lens with an identical optic geometry. A plano-convex nanolayered polymer GRIN lens was designed, fabricated, and demonstrated to show an optical performance advantage over a similar f/# homogenous BK7 bi-convex lens while also significantly reducing the optic weight. Finally, a new class of GRIN ball lenses was fabricated as proof-of-concept to show a path toward the production of classically studied, but never built Maxwell or Luneburg-like spherical GRIN lenses. The ability to create ball lenses with an arbitrary spherical refractive index distribution represents a potential to realize optics with a wide field of view and minimal geometric-induced aberrations. The nanolayered fabrication approach to the GRIN ball lenses will also allow scalability of lens diameters from small, 6 mm, to large, approaching an inch or more, enabling potential applications in handheld or equipment mounted surveillance or light concentrating applications.

We believe that the demonstrator nanolayered GRIN optics fabricated to-date captures the spirit of the advantages afforded by the highly flexible fabrication process, however, encompasses only a sampling of the potential application space for this technology. All the described optics in this paper were built utilizing a PMMA/SAN17 material system, whereas the nanolayering technology is not restricted to these materials. The vast array of available polymer materials provides an opportunity for research and development of additional polymer material systems with contrasting or complementary refractive index ranges, dispersion properties, operating temperature, and physical properties for GRIN optic construction. On-going research at CWRU hopes to exploit the nature of polymer materials to potentially expand the nanolayered GRIN technology into areas of elastically deformable polymers which may even produce variable focal length optics as a function of an external pressure or electronic/chemical stimulus.
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